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DMARC Managed Services
When it comes to securing your domain, we
understand that it’s important not just to help you
implement DMARC, but to get you comfortable
with the process itself. For the most hands-on,
end-to-end user experience with PowerDMARC, we
offer enhanced support with Managed Services.
Join us as we take you through PowerDMARC’s
5-step process to end your domain spoofing woes
forever.

PowerDMARC: The User’s Journey
Onboarding
The first step! One of our
specialists will give you a
comprehensive overview
of DMARC and show you
how to use the
PowerDMARC platform.

Monitoring

100% Enforcement

Our systems monitor your
data 24/7 to determine
all your sending sources,
including unauthorized
senders trying to
impersonate you.

Once we’ve ensured your
domains are ready, we’ll
recommend setting your
policy to ‘p=reject’.
Congratulations, you’re
now DMARC-enforced!
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We help you set up your
PowerDMARC account and
register your domains.
Once you publish the
DMARC records, you'll
receive reports without
affecting email delivery.

Seting up

Depending on the
security status of your
domain, we'll recommend
upgrading your DMARC
policy to ‘p=quarantine’

Policy Upgrade

Even after you’re 100% DMARC enforced, we still continue monitoring your domain for
new email sources and suspicious activity, providing real-time alerts and taking down
abusive IPs if needed.
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Fine-Tuning Your DMARC Experience
Implementing DMARC is a multi-step process if you want it to be effective and not disrupt
email deliverability. With PowerDMARC’s managed services, you’re choosing a superior
user experience with hands-on support throughout set-up, monitoring and active
operation.

DMARC training for your team
We have a dedicated training program for new
customers to get familiar with our platform and all
the ways they can configure it

Guaranteed email deliverability
By monitoring your domain and identifying delivery
issues, we ensure your authorized emails arrive in
inboxes without fail

Ensure
Zero-Risk
DMARC with
Managed
Services

Regular calls with specialists
We schedule calls with our customers to give them
personalized information about their domain, as
well as provide expert advice

24/7 domain monitoring
Our security ops centers are constantly on the
lookout for suspicious activity on your domain.
Nothing gets past us!

Real-time alerts of spoofing
When we notice someone trying to spoof your
domain, you’ll receive a notification instantly so you
can quickly resolve the issue
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BIMI configuration

MTA-STS deployment

TLS-RPT implementation
& monitoring

More than Just DMARC

Continuous SPF/DKIM
optimization

DMARC Forensic
Reports

PDF reports on
demand

Need Help? We’re Here For you

Support over Email

Support over Phone
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Personally assigned
DMARC specialist
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